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The Center for Visual Communication (VISCOM)
2017 - 2018



The Event:
VISCOM’s annual design exhibition, Hi-Rez

The Task:
Develop copy that reflects the theme of  
Ascenders and attracts a lot of attention.

The Process:
Crafted the copy to be relatively similar to the  
previous year’s but also unique and impactful 
enough to stand alone. Client asked specifically 
for dramatic, attention grabbing copy.

Designer: Austin Bennett
11” x 17” Poster

Poster copy:

We are ascenders.

There’s no limit to what dedicated visual designers can achieve. From semester 
to semester, our skills and our passion progressed. We’ve scaled new heights of 
creativity as we carved our own paths to seek new horizons. And the view is 
pretty great from up here.

Through hard work and with a lot of heart, the graduating seniors of CSUN’s 
Center for Visual Communication and DesignHub have honed their portfolios to 
display the level of quality they’ll need to thrive in any environment.

Industry professionals looking for top talent are invited to meet our designers 
and view our best work on Friday, April 28th. Family and friends are encouraged 
to enjoy the scenery on Saturday, April 29th.

Let us show you how we rise...



The Event:
Liveguide

The Task:
Lead and manage a team to design a website and 
then take it and rebuild using Divi. Write scripts for 
two short videos.

The Process:
This project required a lot of hands on management 
to act as a liason between the team and the client. 
The script writing was the most lengthly process as it 
was written without direction.

Designer: Linda Park 
Website Landing Page

info.onliveguide.com



The Client:  
A Step in the Right Direction

The Task:
Update the previous brochure to alter copy and design. 

The Process:
This project has been on-going for a year, one that I’ve managed from start to finish. This was a complete 
redesign as well as one of our first marketing clients. We worked as a team to determine the best direction 
for marketing through social media, traditional, and online. This brochure is just one of the components 
along with the website designed and built using Divi by me, as well as the marketing plan, business cards, 
and e-blasts. 
 







The Event:
TEDxCSUN

The Task:
Create a mission statement and determine what to 
put on various print materials.

The Process:
This project required specifically tailored writing 
to go along with the specific rules set forth by TED. 
Web, print, and social media were all written in  
accordance to their guidelines. Designer: Marco Sandoval & Jazmin Orozco

Website Landing Page

Designer: Marco Sandoval 
6” x 6” Flier (front)

(back)



The University Student Union
2015 - 2017 



The Client:  
The University Student Union Events Department 
& Women’s Research and Resource Center

The Task:
Create print materials using language approved by  
talents’ PR firms while still keeping to the USU’s 
tone.

The Process:
Worked closely with the designer and client 
through many different rounds of revisions to  
create a copy heavy flier.

Designer: Christian Medrano
4” x 6” Flier (front)



4” x 6” Flier (back)



The Client:  
The University Student Union Games Room

The Task:
Create copy for multiple deliverables  
including a poster, e-blast, and calendar  
description.

The Process:
Met with client and designer to determine  
overall feel for the event, and produced a fun, retro 
marketing campaign.

E-Blast Copy:

Subject:
FREE Movie for CSUN Students in the Games Room: “Star Wars: The Force Awakens”

Headline:
Games Room Movie Night: “Star Wars: The Force Awakens”

Subhead:
The great time you are looking for this is

Body Copy:
All Sith Lords, Jedi Knights, Wookiees and Humans alike are invited to a special FREE 
screening of “Star Wars: The Force Awakens” at the Games Room on Monday, Sept. 26 at 7 
p.m. Fully immerse yourself in our heroes’ most recent adventure in a galaxy far, far away on 
the big screen projector while enjoying FREE popcorn and drinks. Plus you can take advantage 
of FREE play on our two Star Wars console games all day! Don’t worry, it’s for both sides of 
the force. Bring your friends and check out “Star Wars: The Force Awakens” on the big screen 
in the Games Room, located directly across from Student Recreation Center main entrance.

Designer: Christian Medrano
24” x 36” A-Frame



The Client:  
The University Student Union Events  
Department

The Task:
Develop a lighthearted concept to promote 
passive engagements.

The Process:
Brainstormed and developed a theme and worked 
with the graphic designer to make the copy  
compliment the design.

Designer: Cynthia Tizcareno
24” x 36” A-Frame

Designer: Riselle Trinanes
5” x 3.75” Flier



The Client:  
The Oasis Wellness Center

The Task:
Write a short “Matador Music” radio campaign 
to help promote a special meditation series and a 
small “scroll wheel” for the website.

The Process:
Developed a new tone and direction for the Oasis 
brand, a new center on campus. Pushed to move 
away from conventional University branding to cre-
ate a unique ad for the Oasis.

The Script:

Namaste (nah-ma-stay) Matadors,

Stop by the Oasis Wellness Center to find your path to inner peace through 
our Guided Meditation workshops on select Wednesdays this semester. You’ll 
focus on sounds, envisioning, breathing and chakras (sh-ah-kraws) as you 
become aware of the peaceful, present moment around you. Reduce stress 
and promote relaxation as you enhance your personal and spiritual growth 
with meditation.  
 
Register on-line through the Oasis Mind-Body Portal one day in  
advance to each workshop. It’s always the perfect time to give  
yourself a break and take a deep soothing breath through Guided  
Meditation at the Oasis Wellness Center. 

Designer: Melissa Ortega
Web Banner



The Client:  
The Pride Center

The Task:
Update the previous brochure to add in seven new programs and events.

The Process:
Evaluated effectiveness of previous brochure and consolidated the events and programs onto a trifold 
brochure. Worked with the designers to ensure copy fit into the template  
comfortably.  
 



Designers: Linn Sarmiento & Julienne Shih
8.5” x 11” Trifold Brochure (exterior)



(interior)



The Client:  
The Pride Center

The Task:
Completely rewrite and rework the existing Pride Center website.

The Process:
Copyedited existing website and incorporated client’s revisions while still keeping the same tone as 
before. Worked closely with client to ensure all needs were met. Rewrote over eight pages from scratch 
and worked with the web designer through each revision. 

http://www.csun.edu/pride/ 

Web Designer: Steven Wein
Webssite Landing Page



The Client:  
The Oasis Wellness Center

The Task:
Develop copy for a special one-day event.

The Process:
Researched the special guest and developed copy 
for print material by working one-on-one with 
the designer. Held several meetings with the 
client to ensure that the copy was aligning with 
their vision.

Designer: Atieh Salemi
24” x 36” A-Frame



The Client:  
The Oasis Wellness Center

The Task:
Create a short body copy for a fun Valentine’s 
Day themed event.

The Process:
Wrote  multiple one-line sublines to present to 
the client and coordinated with the designer 
about which ones to move forward with.

Designer: Rubaie Jaffer
11” x 17” Poster



The Client:  
The Student Recreation Center

The Task:
Write a long form e-blast that gets updated every 
month to feature new events and special classes.

The Process:
Coordinated with client and project manager to  
select which classes and events would be featured. 
Worked with existing copy and reformated for an 
e-blast.

Web Designer: Naomi Rodriguez
E-Blast



Web Designer: Naomi Rodriguez
E-Blast



Thank You!

@karinawrites /karina.schink/in/karinaschink

E: karina.schink@viscomcenter.com
C: (805) 218 - 7557

W: karinaschinkbooks.com


